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1. Recently M. NEWMAN [1] proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 1 : Let IX be a real number and let g(x) denote a polynomial 
of degree > 1. Then the series 
00 
,! g([ IXn ])xn 
n=O 
represents a rational function of x if and only if IX is a rational number. 
As usual [a] denotes here the integral part of a real number a, while 
{a} will stand for the fractional part, so that a= [a]+{a}. 
The object of this paper is to prove a generalization of theorem 1 ; 
namely: 
Theorem 2 : Let IX be a real number, k a positive integer and g(x) 
a polynomial over the complex field of degree p > 1. Then the series 
00 
(1) .! g([IXnk])xn 
n=O 
represents a rational function of x if and only if IX is a rational number. 
In section 2 we give a simple proof that for rational IX the series ( 1) 
necessarily must represent a rational function. The converse is much 
more difficult to prove. In order to do this we need a few simple results 
from the theory of differences (section 3) and a classical result of H. Weyl 
concerning uniform distribution mod. 1 (section 4). The essential part 
of the proof is given in section 5. 
' 
Recently L. J. MoRDELL [2] has given a generalization of Newman's 
result in another direction. He proved: 
Theorem 3: Let IX be a real number and let f(x, y) be a polynomial 
in x and y of degree > 1 in y. Then 
00 
(2) ,! f(n, {1Xn})xn 
n=O 
represents a rational function of x if and only if IX is a rational number. 
Mordell proved even more; he showed that for irrational IX the regular 
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function in x defined by the series (2) has the unit circle as its natural 
boundary I). 
We therefore asked ourselves if under the conditions of theorem 2 we 
could not prove more, namely that in the case of irrational !X the series (1} 
must have the unit circle as its natural boundary. 
This seems to be a very difficult problem and we did not succeed in 
proving this conjecture in the general case. However, by a quite different 
approach one can prove that this assertion is true under the additional 
condition that all coefficients of g(x) are algebraic. This theorem and the 
method of proof are due to J. Popken. (Compare for this result the next 
paper in this periodical.) 
Finely we state here without proof a slight generalization of theorem 2 
in another direction. 
Theorem 4: Let g(x) be a polynomial over the complex field of degree 
p;;;;. 1 and f(n) a polynomial of degree k;;;;. 1 with real coefficients. For 
co z g([f(n)])xn 
n=O 
holds: 
1} If all coefficients of f(n), except may-be the constant term, are rational, 
then the series represents a rational function of x. 
2} If all non-zero coefficients of f(n) are irrational and linearly independent 
with respect to the field of rational numbers and if the constant term in 
f(x) vanishes, then the series cannot represent a rational function. 
The proof of this theorem is quite analogous to the proof in sections 2 
and 5 and is therefore not given here. 
I want to express my thanks to Prof. J. Popken for his stimulating 
encouragement he gave me during the preparation of this paper. 
2. Consider G(x) = Z:=o g([tXnk])x"', where· g(x) is a polynomial of degree 
p;;;;. 1, and k is a positive integer. 
We prove here the first part of theorem 2: 
If IX is a rational number then G(x) is a rational function of x. 
Set tX=cfd, c and d integers with (c, d)= 1 and d>O. 
The series for G(x) is absolutely convergent for JxJ < 1, and we have, 
putting n=md+r (O.;;;;r.;;;;d-1): 
d-1 co ( [c ]) r~ m~O (/ 1p(m, r) + d rk xma+r, 
1) MoRDELL continued the study of this problem in a recent paper: L. J. MoRDELL: 
The series I a .. /(1-xe2=iar.), Journal London Math. Soc. 38, 111-116 (1963). 
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where 1p(m, r) is a polynomial in m and r with integral coefficients. From 
this it follows: 
G(x) = dil x• ! xmd .f g!a>([~ rk]) ("P(m,, r))a = 
r~o m~o a~o d q. 
Therefore we have only to prove that each series 
00 ! xmd("P(m, r))q 
m~o 
represents a rational function and this follows readily from the identity 
00 ( d )i 1 ! miym= y- __ 
m~l dy 1-y 
(i denoting a positive integer). 
3. Let h be a fixed, real number =1= 0, later to be chosen conveniently. 
Let, as usual, the first difference iJf(x) of a function f(x) be defined by 
iJf(x) = f(x+h)- f(x). 
If for any positive integer k the k-th difference iJkf(x) is defined by induction: 
LJkf(x) = iJ(LJk-lf(x)) (k = 2, 3, ... ), 
then we have the following well-known result: 
Lemma 1: iJkf(x) = I (- )k-i (~) f(x+hj). 
;~o J 
Let the degree of a rational function f(x) =/=- 0 be defined as the degree 
of the numerator of f(x) less the degree of the denominator. Then one 
has the equally well-known result: 
Lemma 2: Let f(x) =/=- 0 denote a rational function in x of degree p, 
then iJkf(x) is also rational and is of degree < p- k. 
4. Uniform distribution of a system of arithmetical functions can be 
defined as follows (See e.g. [3], 90, def. 4): · 
Definition: Let k be an arbitrary positive integer. Let (fi(nm=l be 
a system of functions defined for all positive integers n. Let y1 , y2 , ••• , Y~c 
be a sequence with O.;;;yi< 1 (i= 1, 2, ... , k) and N a positive integer. 
Let N' be the number of positive integers n in the sequence 1, 2, ... , N 
such that O.;;;fi(n)<yi (mod. 1) for i= 1, 2, ... , k. 
If we have lim N'JN = y1 ••• Y1c for each sequence (yi)~~ 1 , then the 
N-co 
system (fi(nm=l is said to be uniformly distributed mod. I. 
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From the definition it follows directly: 
Let (/i(n))~_ 1 be a system of functions uniformly distributed mod. l 
and let Oo;:;;a;<;S';<l (i=l, 2, ... , k). 
Then for the number N" of positive integers n in the sequence 1, 2, ... , N 
with a;<fi(n)<;S'; (mod.1) (i=1, ... , k) it holds: 
It follows therefore : 
Lemma 3: If (/i(n))}_ 1 denotes a system of functions uniformly 
distributed mod.1 and O,;:;;ai<P'i<1 (i=1, 2, ... , k). Then there exists an 
infinite sequence of numbers (n~c)f_ 1 with a;<fi(n~c)<;J; i=1, 2, ... , k. 
Concerning the uniform distribution of polynomials we have the 
following classical theorem of WEYL (See [4] p. 340-341 or [3] p. 93, 
Satz 10): 
Let f1 (n), f2 (n), ... , f~c(n) be polynomials such that the polynomial 
h1f1(n) + ... + hJcf~c(n) for each lattice point (h1 , h2 , ••• , h~c) =I= (0, 0, ... , 0) 
has at least one term, not the constant term, with irrational coefficient. 
Then the system (/i(nm_ 1 is uniformly distributed mod. 1. 
In section 5 we shall use the system of polynomials an, an2 , .•• , ank. 
For this system we clearly can apply Weyl's theorem: 
Lemma 4: Let a be an irrational number, then the system of poly-
nomials an, an2 , ... , cxnk is uniformly distributed mod. 1. 
5. We now proceed to prove the second part of theorem 2. Let g(x) be 
a polynomial of degree p> 1, and ex an irrational real number. We shall 
prove that G(x) = _2;;o_ 0 g([cxnk])xn cannot represent a rational function of x. 
Suppose that G(x) is a rational function of x: G(x) = B(x)fA(x) where A(x) 
and B(x) are polynomials of degree a and b. 
We may restrict ourselves to 
A(x) = 1-c1x-c2x2 - ... -caxa. 
Then A(x)G(x) = B(x) gives: 
a 
g([cxnk]) = _2 g([cx(n-r)7'])cr for n > a, n > b. 
Since lim g([cx(n-r)k]) = 1 it follows immediately: 




,Z (g([cx(n-r)k])- g([cxnk]))cr = 0. 
r-1 
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By Taylorexpansion we find: 
and therefore : 
if n is chosen so large that g(11 ([cxnk]) =1- 0 and n>a, n>b. Now we choose 
a fixed, positive integer h >a, and we take the k-th difference of the left-
hand side as defined in section 3. 
Further the relation holds : 
(4) 
as n--+ oo. 
The proof of this assertion is postponed till section 6, since we do not 
want to interrupt our argument here. Here the first term on the right-
hand side represents a rational function of n of degree k-q. According 
to lemma 2 the k-th difference is a rational function of degree < - q < - 2 
if q> 2, hence this difference tends to zero if n--+ oo. 
According to lemma 1 we have moreover: 
From this lemma it follows immediately that a relation of the form 
f(n) = O(n -a+I) as n--+ oo implies LJkj(n) = O(n -q+I) as n--+ oo. Therefore 
the k-th difference of (4) tends to zero as n--+ oo. 
Hence we have by the formula preceding (4): 
a 
lim LJk L ([cx(n-r)k]- [cxnk])c, = 0. 
n~oo r=l 
Since [a]=a-{a} and cx(n-r)k-cxnk is a polynomial of degree k-1, 
hence LJk(cx(n-r)k-cxnk) = 0, we get finally: 
a 
(5) lim L LJk({cx(n-r)k}-{cxnk})c, = 0. 
n-+oo r=l 
In order to reach a contradiction we let, in the following, n go to 
infinity along two different sequences (denoted by (n1) and (n2 )). 
We shall choose the sequence (n1 ) such that: 
(6) (r=1,2, ... ,a) 
where tr is independent of n1 and will be defined below. 
/ 
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On the other hand the sequence (n2 ) will be chosen such that: 
(7) (r = 1, 2, ... ,a) 
with s,=t,- ( -I)k. 
Substituting (6) and (7) in (5) we get: 
a a 
_2 t,c, = 0 and _2 s,c, = 0, 
r~l r~l 
and by subtracting the two relations it follows: 
which contradicts (3). So the theorem is proved as soon as we have shown 
that (6) and (7) hold for the two sequences. 
According to section 3, lemma 1, we have : 
(8) l LJk({<x(n-r)k}- {cxnk}) = =.I ( -1)k-i (~) ({cx(n-r+hj)k}- {cx(n+hj)k}). 
1~0 J 
Now for suitable constants yk~ 1 , ••• , y~': 
with j=O, 1, 2, ... , k; r=O, 1, 2, ... ,a. 
(Mind that now also the case r = 0 occurs; it gives the terms of the 
expansion of cx(n+hj)k.) 
For r = j = 0 all terms of the right-hand side, except the first one vanish. 
For {j, r)*(O, 0) we have (since h>a) always -r+hj*O, and consequently 
all y's are non-vanishing integers. Put: yk' = 1 and then: 
d =max {y~' ex} 
i. r 
C= min {y~'cx} 
(i.T) * (0.0) 
bi = max ly{·'l (i = 1, 2, ... , k). 
i. T 
In these definitions j runs through 0, 1, ... , k and independently r runs 
through 0, 1, 2, ... , a, but in the definition of c the pair {j, r) = (0, 0) is 
excluded. 
We have O<c<;d< 1 and bi> 1 (i= 1, 2, ... , k). 
Finally we put: u=min (c, 1-d). 
The sequence (n1): According to the lemma's 3 and 4 there exists an 
infinite sequence of positive integers (n1 ) such that 
46 Series A 
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hence 
0 < Jy{·• { an1}J < ~ (i = 1, 2, ... , k). 
It follows: 
1 {ann + ... + y{·· { an1}/ < u. 
From the definitions of c, d and u we get for (j, r) i'- (0, 0) 
u.;;;{yb·'a}.;;;1-u, 
therefore 
0 < {ann+ y~~1 { an~- 1 } + ... + y{·· { an1} + {y~· a} < 1. 
Clearly this inequality also holds for j = r = 0. 
Here the expression in the middle is equal to 
an~+ y~~ 1 an~- 1 + ... + y{·• an1 + y~• a= a(n1 -r+hj)k 
Thus we have: 
{ a(n1- r + hj)k} = {an~+ y~·~ 1 an~- 1 + ... + y{·• an1 + y~• a} = 
(using (9) ). 
= {ann+ y~~1 { an~- 1 } + ... + y{·· { an1} + {y~· a}. 
(which also holds for j = r = 0). 
Substitution in (8) gives: 
(10) i=O J 1 LJk( { a(n1 -r)k}- { anm = i (- 1)k-i (~) ((r~~1 -yk~1) {an~- 1 } + ... 
... + (y{·• -y{·0) { an1} + {y~• ~}- {y~ 0 a}). 
Now clearly LJk(a(n-r)k-ank) = 0 identically in n. 
Hence by (9): 
(11) i ( -1)k-i (~) (y{·• -y{·0 ) = 0 i = (0), 1, 2, ... , k- 1. 
i=O J 
Therefore (10) is reduced to 
LJk( { a(n1 -r)k}- { anm = i ( -1)k-i (~) ( {y~r a}- {y~O a}). 
i=O J 
The right-hand side is independent of n1 and if we denote this expression 
by t. (r= 1, 2, ... ,a) then it follows that (6) is true. 
The sequence (n2): There also exists an infinite sequence of positive 
integers (n2) such that 
and 
{ "} 1 u 0 < an1 < b. Tc 
• 
(i= 1, 2, ... , k-1, but ii'-k) 
1 - ~ < {ann < 1 for i = k. 
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If i i= k then we have as before 
And we have: 
Jyk_':_ 1 {IXn~- 1 } + ... + y{·r {1Xn2}l < (k-I) ~ = (I-~) u. 
We have 
u < {yb·r IX}< I-u for (j, r) i= (0, 0). 
hence 
From this and from 
it follows 
I <{IXnn + yk_':_ 1 {IXn~- 1 } + ... + y{·r{1Xn2} +{yb·r ,.,.} < 2. 
Clearly this does not hold good for j = r = 0. 
By a similar reasoning as in the case (n1 ) we obtain for (j, r) i= (0, 0) 
{1X(n2-r+hj)k} = {1Xn~ + yk_':_1 IXn~- 1 + ... + y{·r 1Xn2 + yb·r IX}= 
= { IXn~} + yL·_':_ 1 { IXn~- 1 } + ... + y{·r { 1Xn2} + {ykr IX}- 1, 
whereas for j = r = 0 the term - 1 in the right-hand term cancels. Hence 
from (8) and (11) 
LJk({1X(n2-r)k} -{IXnm = .± ( -I)k-i (~) ((rk_>:_1-y~~ 1 ) {IXn~- 1 } + ... 
1~0 J 
··· + (y{·' -y{· 0 ) { 1Xn2} + {yb·r IX}- {yk 0 1\:})- ( -I)k = 
= ± ( -1 )k- i ( ~) ( { Yk r IX} - { Yk o IX}) - ( - I )k = t, - ( - l)k = 8r-
i~o J 
So we have proved that (7) is true and the assertion of our theorem 
follows. 
\ 
6. In order to complete the proof of section 5 we still have to prove 
relation (4), that is: 
g(q) ( [ IXnk]) 
g(1l([1Xnk]) ([1X(n-r)k]- [1Xnk])q = 
g(ql(IXnk) 
.:....,.,..;--:--= (1X(n-r)k-1Xnk)q + O(n-q+ 1) as n-+ oo. g(l)(IXnk) 
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Now o.:(n-r)k-o.:nk is of degree k-1 in n and we get: 
([o.:(n-r)k]- [o.:nk])q = (o.:(n-r)k-o.:nk)q+O(n(k-1)(q-1l) as n--+ oo. 
g(ql(x) . 
Put further: gnl(X) = 1p(x), then 1p(x) is a rational function of x of degree 
-q+ 1, so that 1p'(x) is a rational function of x of degree -q. 
Hence: 
omk 
1p(o.:nk) -1p([o.:nk]) = f 1p'(x)dx = O(n-kq) as n--+ oo. 
[<>nk] 
The left-hand side of (4) is equal to 
'!f!([o.:nk]) ([o.:(n-r)k]- [o.:nk])q = 
= (1p(o.:nk)+O(n-kq)) ((o.:(n-r)k-o.:nk)q+O(n(k-1)(q-1l)) as n--+ oo. 
Now the right-hand side contains 1p(o.:nk) (o.:(n-r)k-o.:nk)q and three 
terms, which can be written as O(n-q+1 ) as n--+ oo. 
This proves relation (4). 
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